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SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF SUPPORT FOR ARTISTS PLANNING TEAM (SFAPT)

Original scope written by CAC upon development of the planning team
The planning team is a group of Cuyahoga County residents (artists* and community leaders)
who are volunteering their expertise and time to co-create new approaches to providing support
for artists and creative people. When we say “co-create,” we mean that the planning team will
be a working collaboration among team members, residents, CAC staff, and CAC board members.
This collaboration will bring community voices to the table and will guide discussion, planning,
interpretation of information, and ultimately result in recommendations to CAC’s board. The
purpose of SfAPT is to recommend new potential approaches to support artists to CAC’s board.

ENSURING EQUITY IN SUPPORTING INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS

Artists input was gathered at World Café on Sept. 16
SfAPT has prioritized equity in support to individual artists, and developed the following set of
Equity Primes to use to guide decision making with SfAPT about potential approaches to funding
individual artists. Equity Primes are questions or other prompts that we put in our paths to reduce
the likelihood we will make biased decisions that undermine the advancement of equity.
SFAPT EQUITY PRIMES

1. Will the proposed program(s) help to establish racial, economic, gender, age and
geographic equity in support of Cuyahoga County artists?
2. Are the words, phrases, and language we are using to communicate the proposed
program(s) clear to different audiences?
3. Does the proposed program(s) represent a benefit to the community? Does this benefit
leave any person out?
4. Will the proposed program(s) support and advance racial, economic, gender, age and
geographic equity?
5. Will the proposed program(s) support artists of color?
6. Will the proposed program(s) support emerging artists?
7. Does the proposed program(s) include a means to ensure that the program(s), once
implemented, is successful in addressing disparities (what resources, what timelines, and
what monitoring will help ensure success for achieving racial, economic, cultural, gender,
age and geographic equity)?
8. What program modifications are needed to maximize racial, economic, gender and
geographic equity outcomes and reduce racial, economic, cultural, gender, age and
geographic disparities?
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DRAFT OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM SUPPORT FO R ARTISTS PLANNING TEAM TO CAC
RECOMMENDATION A

What is the recommendation?
SfAPT recommends the majority of funding and support for individual artists goes to Cuyahoga
County residents who have been historically excluded, namely persons of color (African
American, Black, Latino/a,Asian, Arab, Native American). We also recommend the prioritization
of those who have been excluded based on gender, geography, age, income, sexual orientation,
or education.
RECOMMENDATION B

What is the recommendation?
The SfAPT recommends that CAC provide non-specific/unrestricted monetary support through
the awarding of Individual Artist Fellowships, meant to reward artists for their work and their
connection to the community.
• Fellowship Artists will be required to serve as mentors to other artists or to institutions
for a minimum of one year in order to contribute to a cohort model of building unity in
the local arts community.
• An Advisory Council chooses fellowship recipients. The Advisory Council, a volunteer
group of leaders in the Cuyahoga County cultural community, is made up of local artists,
previous fellowship recipients and arts professionals residing in the County. Advisory
Council members are experienced and well-respected for their knowledge of and
involvement in the local cultural community, and represent the diversity of artistic
disciplines, as well as diversity of age, ethnicity, gender and professional background.
Why is the planning team making the recommendation?
• Because public funding for the arts should recognize artists for the work they have done
and the impact they have made on the community
• The change to the selection process is to be more inclusive
• To support the first recommendation, a majority of these funds would go to residents
who have been historically excluded.
How does this meet the needs of artists?
• This would provide a significant unrestricted monetary award to artists.
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RECOMMENDATION C
What is the recommendation?
The SFAPT recommends that CAC provide monetary support for specific projects or ideas and
enable artists to create, connect, and share their work. This support is designed to provide artists
the monetary support, tools, training, travel or other resources necessary to bring a project or
idea to life in the community.
• A project or idea is a specific, connected set of activities, with a beginning and an end,
explicit goals/objectives and a predetermined cost. Projects may be one-time events,
such as a festival or exhibit; or a defined series of events, such as a roster of classes or a
series of productions. Projects and ideas with multiple components should have a
cohesive theme that ties it together.
• Request amount is based on the project / idea on a rolling basis with a simple budget for
the application.
Why is the planning team making the recommendation?
• This support empowers artists who do not have a nonprofit, but who are working to
benefit the community.
• Artists at all levels have access to meaningful support.
How does this meet the needs of artists?
• Monetary support is available for specific projects or purposes necessary to realize a
project or idea that benefits both the artist and the community. If the monetary support
is used for tools, travel or training, the artist must explain how that support will in turn
benefit the public.
• Opportunity to access funds at a time the artist needs it.
• This specifically supports artists at all stages of their career.
RECOMMENDATION D
What is the recommendation?
The SFAPT recommends that CAC provides professional development support for artists to
empower them, help them grow, and connect them to other artists, residents, and opportunities
in Cuyahoga County.
• For SFAPT, professional development includes support that provides career, community
and confidence building tools to help all artists become successful artists. This includes
education, networking, artist-to-artist learning, and other non-monetary support systems
that address needs of artists in Cuyahoga County.
Why is the planning team making the recommendation?
• Artists at all levels have access to meaningful support.
• This allows a greater number of artists to access support.
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How does this meet the needs of artists?
• Support includes both subsidizing costs for trainings / workshops / opportunities /
development opportunities identified by artists, and CAC-led or developed programs.
• Professional development opportunities are primarily led by Cuyahoga County artists
(including artists who receive CAC support), and maintain the SFAPT’s commitment to
equity.
RECOMMENDATION E

What is the recommendation?
The SfAPT recommends that CAC provides opportunities and resources for artists who receive support
so that they can connect and access CAC supported institutions in ways that complement their existing
infrastructure and/or challenge them to develop new practices.
• This may take the form of free access to tools, equipment, and staff access and expertise;
display and residency opportunities; educational opportunities; and/or marketing support.
• This connection between Individual Artist support recipients and GOS recipients will be
supported through special funding to the participating organizations from CAC, in addition to
GOS support.
• This should connect to the mentorship and professional development for individual artists.

Why is the planning team making the recommendation?
•

•

•

Organizations and institutions must value the contributions of local artists who have been
historically excluded outlined in Recommendation A, by reflecting the true diversity of the arts
and culture field. These institutions and their support provides significant efforts to strengthen
access and awareness that directly affect the context in which artists’ work.
CAC enables collaboration and connection to change the culture between Cuyahoga County
artists and arts institutions to one in which organizations are held accountable for providing
quality contributions to the elevation of local artists.
Creating a healthier relationship between the local artists and institutions, and ensuring access
and accountability to one another.

How does this meet the needs of artists?
•

CAC Individual Artist support recipients will create a plan with identified institutions regarding
program/project/presentation that meets the needs of artists.

RECOMMENDATION F

What is the recommendation?
CAC should support and offer brick and mortar artists spaces throughout the County, with a
focus on historically excluded areas of the City. The need is two-fold: to create new spaces and
the activation and expanding access to existing spaces.
• CAC should build a plan to scale this up to meet the needs of artists broadly, starting
with activating non-existing spaces and creating smaller exhibition, performance,
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•

production, sales, and residency spaces, and increasing to larger spaces that support
multi-disciplinary collaboration, exhibition, and performance.
CAC supported artists would work with this model in a cohort.

Why is the planning team making the recommendation?
• To support the development of community building among artists.
• Ensuring that historically excluded artists outlined in Recommendation A have a physical
space that supports their development and contribution to local arts.
How does this meet the needs of artists?
•

It provides space and a sanctuary for artists and creates opportunity to support the local arts
economy.

RECOMMENDATION G

What is the recommendation?
The SfAPT recommends that CAC keep the planning team together throughout the
implementation of these recommendations as an advisory group to consult on how these
recommendations get brought to life.
Why is the planning team making the recommendation?
• To provide support to CAC throughout the implementation of these recommendations
and to ensure the integrity to the implementation of these recommendations.
• Provide a model for equitable funding for other institutions, CAC programs and supports
for the arts.
How does this meet the needs of artists?
• To ensure that local artists have stake and share power in the funding of arts in their
community.
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IDENTIFYING THE NEED S OF INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS

Artists input was gathered at World Café on Sept. 16
The CAC SfAPT (Cuyahoga Arts & Culture Support for Artists Planning Team) believe the needs of
the individual artist can be broken down into five categories: funding, network opportunities,
space and time, education, and art market opportunities.
Funding is the most versatile means of support. Cost of living and the expenses of materials,
equipment, hired workers, studio space, permits, etc. often prevent creative pursuits and
projects from coming to fruition. Whether it is acquiring funds for a specific project or to broadly
finance artists in their creative careers and practices, money is always in need.
Network opportunities enable artists to connect with fellow creatives and key players in the arts
community and market. Relationships are powerful - they spark dialogue, collaboration, and
inspiration. Community is built on relationships. “No man is an island.”
Space and time are essential to an artist’s practice, yet both are difficult to come by. It is
challenging to find a (studio) space that is not only affordable, but also suited for the artist’s
needs - a dance studio is very different from a pottery studio. In regards to the issue of time,
many artists are unable spend the hours of the day on their creative work and instead must work
a separate job to financially support themselves. While having a studio/workspace helps in
designating time for creative projects, it still quite the task to fully delve into one’s passion after
working eight or more hours in the proverbial “office.”
Education is key in helping an artist grow in their concepts, craft, and business practices. This
may include workshops, lectures, internships, externships, apprenticeships, etc. Education
support will not only result in artists creating work of high caliber, but also further them towards
financially sustaining their creative careers.
Art market opportunities focus on presenting creative works to the public, building a culture of
arts appreciation, and strengthening the art market. Exhibition, performance, publishing and
showcasing opportunities, artist representation, and art collecting consultation are but few
examples of how to connect artists with audiences and build a greater number of arts patrons
and collectors.
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A VISION FOR SUPPORT TO INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS

Artists input was gathered at World Café on Sept. 16
Support and resources, awarded directly to artists for the development of their practice and their
participation in propelling forward the cultural & economic health of Cuyahoga County. We
envision this new approach as supporting artists in various stages of their careers, including
starting artists, emerging artists, established artists, in addition to support for travel to
participate in an exchange program or residency.
LIST OF PLANNING TEA M MEMBERS

1. Donald Black Jr., Artist, Educator, Consultant, Acerbic
2. Bryan Bowser, Program Director & Assistant Professor, Baldwin Wallace University Arts
Management & Entrepreneurship
3. Gwen Garth, CAC Board Member, Founder & CEO, Kings & Queens of Art
4. Mr. Soul, Artist, Illustrator, Mr. Soul 216
5. Liz Maugans, Co-Founder, Executive Director, Zygote Press
6. Vince Robinson, Co-Owner, Musician, Larchmere Arts
7. Jake Sinatra, Manager - Special Projects & Communications, Cuyahoga Arts & Culture,
Musician
8. Christina Vassallo, Executive Director, SPACES
9. Talise Cambell, Artistic Director, Djapo Cultural Arts Institute
10. Marc White, Regenerative Specialist, Fashion Designer, & Purveyor of Lifestyle, Rid-All
Green Partnership
11. Letitia Lopez, Executive Director, Julia De Burgos Cultural Arts Center
12. Jordan Wong, Graphic Designer, Illustrator, & Artist, Wongface
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